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ENDNOTES:
1 (Intro) The verb used in the Gospel and Revelation is ekkenteµsan; in the

Septuagint of Zechariah the form is katorcheµsanto.
2 (Intro) In Hebrew and Greek the letters of the alphabet have numerical

value. For example, aleph and alpha are 1, beth and beta are 2,
etc. Hence every name can be added up. The Greek name for
Jesus (CF2), interestingly enough, adds up to 888. (Eight is the
number of new beginning and resurrection.) It is believed that the
letters of the Beast’s name will actually equal 666. By slightly
adjusting the spelling, “Nero Caesar” can be made to add up to
666, using this system. Other names also add up to 666, however,
and one should avoid wild speculation.

3 (1:5) The marginal reading here is the first of very many in the NKJV, of
Revelation where both the oldest (NU) and majority (M) of
readings agree against the reading of the TR, KJV, and NKJV. The
reason for this is that Erasmus, who published the first Greek NT
(1516), had only one copy of Revelation, and it was faulty. Hence,
there are the many small variations in the footnotes or margin.
Fortunately, the other books of the NT were represented by
manuscripts that agreed largely with a yet-to-be discovered mass
of manuscripts. In this commentary, only crucial differences have
been noted. The combination of NU and M is the original reading,
we believe. Where manuscripts differ from one another, the
majority text is preferred by the author.

4 (1:8)  The NU and M texts omit “the Beginning and the End.”
5 (1:10) “The Day of the Lord” isheµheµmera tou Kuriou in Greek; “the

Lord’s (lit. “lordly”) Day” is heµ Kuriakeµ heµmera (whence “kirk,
church”).

6 (1:13)  James H. McConkey, The Book of Revelation: A Series of Outline
Studies in the Apocalypse, p. 9.

7 (2:1)  John F. Walvoord, The Revelation of Jesus Christ, pp. 50-100.
8 (2:14-15) Ella E. Pohle, Dr. C. I. Scofield’s Question Box, p. 89.
9 (2:20)  The majority text reads, “your wife (or woman) Jezebel.”
10 (3:7)  Daily Notes of the Scripture Union.







11 (3:20) Richard Chevenix Trench, Commentary on the Epistles to the
Seven Churches in Asia, p. 225.

12 (4:3)  Walvoord, Revelation, p. 104.
13 (5:9-10) Both the NU and M texts have “them” and “they,” which would

mean that these elders are not singing about themselves, but
about others. This might suggest that they are angelic beings.

14 (5:9-10) The NU text reads “kingdom” here.
15 (6:1-2) The NU and M texts omit “and see.”
16 (6:10) The Greek word here is strong: despoteµs, but without the

negative connotation of the English derivative.
17 (8:5)  Henry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John, p. 109.
18 (8:13) “Angel” and “eagle” look somewhat similar in Greek also (angelos

and aetos), hence the mightful copying error. “Eagle” is correct,
we believe.

19 (9:16-17) The majority of manuscripts read “one hundred million.”
20 (9:18-19) Hamilton Smith, The Revelation: An Expository Outline, p. 57.
21 (9:20-21) The Greek word here is pharmakon, which means ‘medicine,

potion, drug’ (cf. English “pharmacy”).
22 (11:6)  McConkey, The Book of Revelation, pp. 68, 69.
23 (11:15)  The NU and M texts read “kingdom … has become.”
24 (13:3) The Scofield Reference Bible, p. 1342.
25 (14:4-5)  J. D. Pentecost, Things to Come, p. 300.
26 (15:3-4) “Saints” is a very weakly supported reading. Both the NU and M

texts support “nations.”
27 (15:3-4)  Arthur T. Pierson, Knowing the Scriptures, p. 248.
28 (16:16) “Armageddon” comes from the Hebrew words: Har (Mount) and

Megiddo. The majority text reads “Megiddo.”
29 (19:8) The 1611 text reads “righteousness,” often interpreted by

preachers as that righteousness of Christ which is imputed to the
saints. While this is a sound doctrine, the Greek word
dikaioµmata rules out that understanding here. The word is plural
(not the abstract singular which is dikaioµsuneµ). Furthermore, it
has a “passive” ending, here denoting something done by them or
to them (in this case, “righteous deeds/acts”). Salvation is not in
view in this passage.





30 (19:10) Charles C. Ryrie, The Ryrie Study Bible, New King James
Version, p. 1953.

31 (22:3-5) Pierson, The Ministry of Keswick, First Series, p. 144.
32 (22:18-19) The reading “book of life” has no support of any Greek

manuscript! The last six verses were missing in Erasmus’ Greek
copy of the book of Revelation, so he translated these verses from
the Latin Vulgate. This is a most unfortunate reading. It mars the
literary ‘full-circle’, that is, God’s program from the banishment of
man from the tree of life in Genesis 3 to its restoration to His saints
at the end of the very last chapter in the Bible.
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